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A steady state film boiling heat transfer study Has conducted at 
atmospheric pressure, with a heated sphere as the heat transfer sur-
face and liquid nitrogen as the boiling medium. 
Results indicate that the heat transfer rate in film boiling is 
not the same around the sphere. For the same heat flux, heat transfer 
at the sides of the sphere takes place at higher temperatures than at 
the bottom of the sphere. 
The data were compared with the equation of Frederking and Clark 
for spheres (18), ,,,hich \vas derived to predict steady state conditions 
at. stan,Iard, fractional and near zero gravity. At standard grav:i_ty, 
this equation was found to be good as a conservative design approxi-
mation for steady state conditions. 
Follo,,;:Lng the technique of Flanigan (11), a semi-empirical relation 
for corresponding states fluids Has used to correlate the present 
data as a function of reduced temperature. 
v 
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Film boiling is the name given to the region of the boiling 
heat transfer curve in Hhich there is a stable vapor layer completely 
surrounding the heat transfer surface. 
Until recently, very little was known about the actual nature 
of boiling, even though engineers have been constructing boilers 
for more than a hundred years. In the last ten to fifteen years, 
considerable interest has developed in the study of boiling, especially 
in film boiling as related to the t·2chnical developments in jet 
engines, rockets, atomic power plants and cryogenic equipment. 
Ap~arently Nukiyarna (19)* was the first to discuss the entire 
boiling curve with its different boiling regimes. He found that 
boiling occurs in four distinct regions, as shown in figure 1; these 
regiors are defined respectively as the convective, nucleate boiling, 
illetastable film boiling and stable film boiling regions. 
In region I, as the heating surface temperature rises above the 
::;aturation tenperature of the liquid, convective currents circulate 
superheated layers, and vapor is produced by evaporation at the free 
surface. 
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FIGURE 1. A TYPICAL BOILING CURVE (19) 
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Region II is the region in l>Thich large heat fluxes occur \vith 
small temperature differences. This region is the nucleate boiling 
region in \vhich vapor bubbles form on the heating surface at dis-
crete points called nuclei. Region II ends at point C, called the 
burn-out or critical heat flux point. 
Beyond the burn-out point and in region III, an unstable film 
of vapor forms on the heating surface, and large bubbles are formed 
at the outer surface of the film. This vapor film is not stable in 
th&t it collapses and reforms rapidly. 
Region IV is the stable film boiling region which is the region 
of in~erest for this investigation. In this region the vapor layer 
is stable in the sense that it does not collapse and reform repeat-
edly, even though the shape of the outer film surface varies contin-
uou~ly. Here, the heating surface is blanketed with an insulating 
film of vapor Hhich causes the heat transfer rate to be quite lmv and 
terr.perature differences to be very large. Point D, called the Lieden-
frost point, is the minimum temperature Jifference at which film 
boiling can occur. For very large values of temperature difference, 
the influence of radiation in this region becomes pronounced and has 
to be taken into account. 
This investigation 'vas carried out to provide steady state data 
for film boiling from spherical surfaces, to compare the data with 
existing equations for spheres and to further explore the applicability 
of the theory of corresponding states as a tool for the prediction 




Nukiyama (19) -vms the first one to measure the entire boiling 
curve and to suspect that the boiling mechanism was not the same 
throughout. He realized that a maximum boiling rate occurs at moder-
ate te1nperatures. (Point A in figure 1) He boiled v7ater at atmo-
spheric pressure with electrically heated nichrome, nickel anJ platinum 
wires of various diameters and, by measuring the electrical resis-
tance of the wire, determined the various heat loads. The nmv tra-
ditional "typical boiling curve", figure 1, was first proposed by 
this investigator. 
Drew and Mueller (9) continued the '"ork of Nukiyama and concluded 
thA.t j\Jukiyama' s predicted boiling curve '"as indeed correct. Their 
experiments were mainly in the nucleate boiling region >vi th emphasis 
put on confirming the maximum heat flux at A. 
Farber and Scorah (10) carried out investigations of boiling and 
prese~1ted the \vhole boiling curve explaining for the first time the 
physical mecl1anism involved in each boiling regime. 
Bromley (4) was the first investigator to analize film boiling 
from a theoretical viewpoint. He developed a relation on the basis 
of a model which is analogous to Nusselt's film theory for conden-
sation (18). The resulting equations are: 
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k p (p,Q,-p )gA. [ 3 ] 1/4 h = (const) - vD~T~ v (!.)* 
for horizontal tubes, and 
(2) 
for vertical tubes. TI1e value of the constant in (1) was found 
empirically to be 0.62. No value was reported for the constant in 
equation (~). 
Later, Bromley (5) corrected relations (1) and (~) Hhen he found 
that a fundamental error existed in Nusselt's derivation: the super-
heat of the vapor was not taken into account and there was a mistake 
in sign. Bromley therefore corrected his relations as follmvs: 
Pv p£-pv g [
k2 ( ) A.']l/4 
h = (const) D~T~ 
f.yr horizontal tubes, and 
Pv p~-pv g [
k2 ( ) A.'ll/4 
h = (const') L~T~ 
for vertical tubes, where 
~-----
C ~T 2 
A.' = A(l + 0.4 ~) 




Subsequently, Rohsenmv (22) suggested that the constant 0. 4 be 
replaced by 0.34 in the expression for A'. 
Banchero, Barker and Boll (1) performed investigations on film 
boiling characteristics of liquid oxygen on cylindrical heaters. 
They \vere interested in determining \vhether: 1) the rate of heat 
transfer (exclusive of radiation) was independent of the heating 
surface; 2) the tube diameter had any effect on the rate 9f heat 
transfer; and 3) equation Cl) correctly predicted the effect of pres-
sure on the rate of heat transfer. They concluded that: 1) stable 
film boiling coefficients were not significantly affected by surface 
material, as had been reported before (5); 2) the coefficient of 
heat transfer was a strong function of tube diameter; and 3) equation 
(3) predicted the correct values of the heat transfer coefficients 
only for pressure variations from 5 to 500 psia, temperature differences 
from 100 to 700 deg. F and tube diameters between 0.069 and 0.127 
inches. The authors presented equation CD v:•hich correlates thei.r data 
for oxygen for a range of diameters from 0.025 to 0.75 inches. 
where: 
h = a(l/D + C)F 
[k3p (p _0 )gS]l/4 
F 




c = 36.5 in 
a = a function of temperature 
8 = >. + 0.5 C 6T p 
An examination of the above equation shm.;s that the effect of a 
(2) 
change in pressure on F is due primarily to changes in the thermo-
7 
dynamic properties. The authors, also, presented equation (§_) as 
an empirical equation which fits their data: 
h = a2 (1/D + C)Pl/4 (§_) 
where: a2 = a constant varying only 
slightly with 6T 
The authors found that equation (~) was closer to their experimental 
data th.::m Bromley's (]). The values of a and c l-Jere determined by 
trial and error fit of the data. 
Hsu and Westwater (13) undertook the investigation of film boiling 
en vertical tubes. Organic fluids and nitrogen vJere boiled using 
steam as the heat source. They found that the heat transfer rates 
\vere considerably higher (40 to 150%) than the values predicted by 
equation (4). The authors used a method suggested by Colburn (11) 
for film type condensation on vertical surfaces. Colburn's relation 
converted to film boiling is: 
(J) 
+ 12,800 
vJhere the Reynolds number is defined as 4H/nDJ.1, and ~v = maximum 
vapor flow rate. 
The authors found that equation (]_) gave better predictions 
than equ.aticn (~) for Reynolds numbers greater than about 2,000. 
Furthe1:·more, the trend of the data obtained seems to agree \vith 
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equation (]_) even though it is still some 40% in error. It should 
be pointed out, how·ever, that one of the assumptions made by Bromley 
'tvas laminar flow. Hsu and Hestwater's data in the laminar region 
agree \vith equation (4). 
In later work, Hsu and Westwater (14) presented an approximate 
theory for film boiling on vertical surfaces. They assumed laminar, 
viscous fl0\1 at the lmver portion of the surface and turbulent flow 
thereafter. In the turbulent region, a turbulent core and a laminar 
sublayer \vere assumed, the buffer zone being distributed arbitrarily 
between the other t\vo. The division bet\·leen the zones 'das deter-
mined by the universal velocity profile. The final relation is equa-
tion (?_) : 
Hhere: 




+ ( B2~) f[.?.. (~1 Bl I 3 B _J. ~ 2 3 
* Re a critical Reynolds no., defined as 
0.34 C t.T 
A' = :>.(1 + p ) 2 A 
Bl = 
(g(pt-P)l ( Pv \2 
p 1-1 Re* 
v v 
~ fp u Re* UT1 I ( k~bT l vv v 
B2 = l-1 + + ----v 2 A. Pv 
3/2 \ 
( 1: ) 3 
y~':u*p 
s s v 




Equation (§_) \vas found to represent the de1.ta Hell for nitrogen and 
argon, but to be rather questionable for film boiling of organic 
fluids. 
9 
A ne~;.;r approach to an analytical study of boiling \,ras introduced 
by Chang (6), (7). Instead of attacking the problem from the con-
venticnal viewpoint, he applied the principles of ~·mve motion. The 
existence of '\-.7aves across a stratum of liquid in Hhich there is a 
temperature gradient, had been recognized before by photographic 
studies (24). Above the heating surface, a boundary layer is assumed 
whose thickness depends upon the heat flm..r. Inside this layer there 
is ~;.;rave motion, stable in the lm,rer part, unstable in the upper. 
Each loop of this wave can initiate vortexes and also facilitate the 
formation of bubbles. 
Referring to figure 1, Chang showed that in the range AB, where 
the heat flm.;r is lm·J, the t.;ravelength is comparatively large and the 
frequency lm.;r. In this range, both the amplitude and the Havelength 
decrease with increase in temperature difference. 
In the range BC, the ~;.;ravelength becomes progressively shorter 
'vith increase in temperature difference, and the number of favorable 
locations for bubble formation increases. As point C is approached, 
the amplitude of the ~;.;rave increases rapidly, despite the fact that 
the wavelength continues to become shorter. This increasing amplitude 
and decreasing uavelength serves to explain Hhy there is a point of 
inflection along BC. At C, the wavelength is so short that all nuclei 
are <>ctive and the bubbles may be in contact ~;.;rith each other. 
If the temperature is raised further, range CD is entEred and 
a vapor film starts to form. As soon as the film is created, the 
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flow of heat is suddenly reduced as the vapor has a much lm.;rer thermal 
conductivity than the liquid. The system tries to adjust to this 
ne\.J condition by increasing the wavelength. Then, as the ,.,-avelength 
conti:1ues to increase, there comes a point where the buoyant forces 
are overcome by the gravity forces and the film collapses. The liquid 
rushes to touch the surface, the high temperature difference forces 
the shortening of the \.Javelength and another vapor film begins to fonn 
as the cycle repeats itself. This explains the metastable behavior of 
range CD. 
At point D, the vapor generated \.Jill balance the vapor carried 
a\-Jay by the bubbles and the film becomes stable from this point on. 
Any further increase in surface temperature causes an increase in 
frequency and a decrease in amplitude and \.Javelength. 
Chang's analysis is based on the concepts of wave motion and 
Taylor's instability theory, and the introduction of the concept of 
equivalent thermal diffusivity. Equations (2) and (10) are among the 
results presented by the author. For film boiling from horizontal 
surfaces, 
Nu = 0.234 (Pr*Gr~) 113 
For film boiling from vertical surfaces, 
In equations (2) and (10), 






= Pr 2A 
c e p v 
and 
for saturated boiling or 
Pr ~-~ + 28£_CppQ, I c e e c p for low, 
p v v p v 
subcooled boiling, Hhere 
e -- T -T e 
v v sat' £ T - T £ sat 
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Berenson (2) also investigated film boiling heat transfer from 
horizontal surfaces using the Taylor-Helmholtz hydrodynamic instability 
concepts. His resulting equation was: 
Comparing equation (11) with Bromley's, equation(]_), it is 
interesting to note the striking resemblance. Th,_; main difference 
1/2 
is that D in equation (1) is replaced by the quantity g 0 o /g (p £ -pv) 
in eq·ua tion (Jl). 
Breen and Westwater (3) carried out a series of tests in an 
atteiLpt to develop a correlation bet~veen film boiling behavior and 
tube diameter. They found that the heat flux and the heat transfer co-
efficient were not monotonous functions of tube diameter. The authors 
presented the folloHing empirical relationship Hhich they claimed to 
be general on the basis of data taken using several fluids at atmospheric 
pressure, and one set of data taken using oxygen at various pressures: 
'l:vhere 
h(.\ ) 1/4 
c 
----- = F 
~ 
0.59 + 0.069 Dc 
F = [k3pv(p~-pv)g.\'l 1/4 
~ liT 
A.'=}._ [1 + (0.34 CpliT)/A.] 2 
12 
(!.?) 
Park (21) and Flanigan (11) subsequently proved that the above rela-
tion is not ge~eral. 
Starting with the fundamental equations of continuity, momentum 
and energy, Koh (16) developed a theoretical analysis of film boiling. 
His numerical solution yielded some fntercsting conclusions: 1) The 
vapor-liquid interfacial shear is definitely not zero, and l1cnce it 
cannot be ignored in solving the film boiling problei!), 2) The vapor-
J.iquid interfacial velocity decreases with a decrease of 
and hence the assumption of zero interfacial velocity is good only for 
1/2 
a fluid with very small ICp~) /(p~) I values. 
v ~ 
3) The I (plJ) I (py) 11/2 
v ~ 
ratio has a significant effect on film boiling heat tran3fez because 
the heat transfer increases with an increase in I (pJJ) I (piJ) 1112 ; this 
v ~ 
behavior is contradictory to the situation found in film condensation, 
"Hhere the heat transfer is independent of the P11 ratio. 
Merte and Clark (17) presented some preliminary data for boiling 
liquid nitrogen from a sphere, at standard gravity ~nd near zero 
gravity, in all boiling regions. 
13 
Frederking and Clark (12) in a later paper pre2cnted a theoreti-
cal analysis of natural convection film boiling on a sphere. The 




The authors noted that the film boiling heat transfer coefficients 
were not very different over a wide range of geometries. They cor-
related their data by the equation: 
where 
[ 13 ] 1/3 Nu = 0.14 Ra Cpt'lT 
13 = A + 0.5 C 6T p 
Park (21) investigated boiling in the nucleate and film boiling 
regimes over a pressure range from atmospheric pressure to near the 
boiling-liquid critical pressure. He compared his data with com~only 
used equations and found that these equations were of little value 
except as rough approximations. He derived an equation ~vhich cor-
related available data at the critical temperature differences of 
liquids vlhich follmv the law of corresponding states. This equation 
is 
LiT bo ref 
(15) 
where bo refers to the point '"here the critical heat flux occurs. 
'Ihe follmving is the final form of equation (15): 
1.\T bo at Pr = 0.1 
2.3 (1 - T ) 0 · 64 
r 
14 
The above equation Has claimed to be valid for methane, carbon monoxide, 
argon, nitrogen, krypton, oxygen and xenon. 
Rhea (22) undertook a study of boiling to provide information on 
the effect of oscillations of the surface on heat transfer in the 
nucleate and film -::,oiling regions. He used a transient technique to 
calculate the film boiling heat flux from spherical surfaces to satu-
rated liquid nitrogen. He concluded that oscillation of the heat trans-
fer surface considerably increases the heat flux for a given temperature 
difference over that for natural convection film boiling. 
Flanigan (11) continued with the corresponding states approach. 
He conducted a study of film boiling with different diameter cylindri-
cal heaters, over a Hide range of pressures. He compared his data 
Hith commonly used equations and found that these equations 1vere con-
siderably in error for the range of variables covered. The follmdng 
semi-empirical equation "~;vas derived by applying the theory of cor-
responding states to the correlation of Banchero, Barker and Boll, 
equation (_~) : 
h (]]) 
\vhere az = a function of T r 
D = diameter 




The present investigation was carried out with the following 
objectives: 1) to obtain steady state film boiling data from spheri-
cal surfaces for design purposes; 2) to compare this data ~vith the 
predictions for steady state conditions using transient tecl1niques; 




DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIHENTAL EQUIPME~ 
The equipment used in this investigation consisted of a heat 
trr.J.nsfer surface, a power source, an ammeter, a voltmeter, a dewar, 
a rotary S\vitch, a recording potentiometer and a portable potentio-
meter. 
The heat transfer surface consisted of a 2-1/4 inch O.D., 2 inch 
I.D. copper sphere, the halves of lvhich screwed togE.ther at the equa-
torial plane. A 3/4 inch oblong outlet was made at the top of the 
sphere fo:c the polver and thermocouple leads. 
The= heating element was No. 26 gauge tungsten vJire, selected 
because of its high melting temperature. The wire \.;ras Hrapped about 
a spherical Lava core with a threaded surface. The wire \vas held 
in place by two No. 4-40 machine scre\·lS, 1 inch long, which screwed 
into the core at the top. 
The Lava core was made of Alsimag Grade A Lava (American Lava 
Corp.). It was a sphere, 1-1/2 inches in diameter, lvith 12 threads 
per inch on its surface. THo holes, 3/8 inch deep, 1/2 inch apart, 
were drilled a.nd tapped at the top to receive the No. 4-40 screlvs. 
A 1/4 inch hole was drilled from pole to pole to serve as an outlet 
for the bottom thermocouple. 
Two 1/4 inch diameter brass bars were connected to the screws 





~-------ALUMINUM SILICATE CORE 
fiGURE 2. CROSS SECTION OF THE COPPER SPHERE 
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terminals for the heater. The bars were supported at the upper end 
by a non-conducting material resting on top of the deuar. The non-
conducting material, a piece of wood 1/2 by 1 and 12 inches, ~ain-
tained the clearance bet\veen the brass bars and held the heating 
surface at the proper location in the fluid. 
After the tungsten wire was vlrapped on the core, Sauereisen 
cement No. 7, (a high grade silica cement with good resistance to 
thermal shock), was used to coat the \vire and core. The core was 
allowed to air dry and then placed in an oven at 200 deg. F for 24 
hours. 
Inside the copper sphere, three 26 gauge thermocouples "'Tere 
attached, two at opposite sides on the equatorial plane, one at the 
bottom of the sphere. The thermocouples were held in wells by brass 
screws. 
The heater -.;.;ras placed inside the sphere and centered. The t\vo 
halves were then screwed together, using Silas tic 589 (Dmv Corning 
RTV Silicone Rubber) as a thread sealer. The side thermocouples 
were brought out around the core and through the top outlet; the 
bottom thermocouple through the 1/4 inch center hole and inside a 
1/4 inch o.D. quartz tube which was inserted in the core as a vent. 
A fourth thermocouple Has also placed in the quartz tube <'- t the 
center of the core, as a means of recording center core temperatures 
and checking for steady state. The outlet of the sphere was then 
19 
filled Nith cement and dried as before. Finally, a coating of Silastic 
was placed over the cement as a sealer. 
The power was supplied by a Sorensen Nobatron DC R60-40A rectifier. 
An alternate source for additional pmver was a Lincoln Shield-Arc 
Electric Welder, Type SAE 300, connected in series with a load box 
\vhich consisted of several fixed resistors that could be added or 
subtracted in parallel. The pm.;rer was measured using a Heston DC 
Voltmeter, Model 45, with an accuracy of ±1.0 volts, and a tveston DC 
Awmeter, with an accuracy of ±0.25 amps. 
The rotary s\.;ritch uas a Leeds & Northrup standard rotary thermo-
couple s-.;vitch. 
The recording potentiometer was a Texas Instruments Inc. Servo/ 
riter II recorder, Hith an accuracy of ±0.05 millivolts minimum and 
±0.025 maximum, for the ranges employed. 
The portable potentiometer -.;vas a Honeywell Portable Precision 
potentiometer, }1odel 2745, with an accuracy of ±0.0025. 
Overall errors amount to less than 12 percent for the heat fluxes 




Runs \vere made first to reproduce the boiling heat transfer 
20 
curve, starting wi.th free convection, then nucleate boiling, on through 
the burn-out point and finally film boiling. To begin a run, the 
sphere was submerged in the liquid nitrogen and its temperature allowed 
to come to equilibrium. At this point, the power was turned on. 
Time \vas then allmved for the sphere to heat up and reach steady state. 
After reaching steady state, the thermocouple readings \vere recorded 
and the pO\ver increased to the next operating point. Care was exer-
cised to record the power at burn-out in every case. After crossing 
over into film boiling, the power was decreased to protect the heater. 
Time was then allowed for the sphere to reach steady state. After 
reaching steady state film boiling, the thermocouple readings v;rere 
recorded and the power decreased to the next operating point. 
A second series of runs was made exclusively in the film region. 
The procedure for the second series of runs was slightly changed in 
that the sphere \vas not allowed initially to come to equilibrium tvith 
the liquid nitrogen. Rather, the sphere, 1vhich was at ambient temper-
ature, \vas submerged in the fluid and the pmver turned on simultaneously, 
so that the sphere would not enter nucleate boiling. During these 
runs it 111as noticed that it took considerable time to reach steady 
state condition. The added resistance to heat flow due to the film, 
caused the tungsten heating element to heat up, changing its 
21 
resistance. To shorten this waiting pe1·iod and conserve nitrogen, 
the voltage Has set slightly above the desired value, and then de-
creased to the value which was to be recorded. This procedure shortened 
the time it took for steady state conditions to be reached. 
In order to minimize instrument reading and recording errors, 
and in order to maximize the number of accurate digits, liquid nitro-





Figure 3 shmvs the results of all runs in terms of the heat 
flux versus the temperature difference, '.Jhere the temperature 
difference is defined as the difference bet,.,rec:n the sphere surface 
temperature and the bul'k temperature of the liquid nitrogen. 
Although a lumped system vlas assumed in evaluating the heat 
flux, the Q/ A versus tT results are also shm.,rn for the ~T' s from the 
bottom of the sphere and for the l:.T' s from the sides of the sphere, 
as shmv-n in figures /+ and 5 respectively. 
A curve vms fj_t to the data for each run, and for all runs co:~bined, 
using the least squares method. The data were fed into an IBM 360 
Computer, using a program that produced a polynomial Hhich gives the 
best local fit of the data by minimizing the standard cieviation. 
The best fit for the data in figure 3 is a straight line Hith an 
average deviation of 15.5% and a maximum deviation of 103%. 
It should be noted that there is less scatter of the data 
associated with the bottom thermocouple than of the data associated 
'vi th the t'"o side thermocouples. Also 'vorthy of note is the fact 
that the curve for the side thermocouples is shifted upward from 
the curve for the bottom thermocouple. The slope of both curves is 
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FIGURE 4. FID1 BOILING RESULTS FROM A 2-1/4 INCH DIAMETER COPPER SPHF.RE 
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During the course of taking the experimental data, a swirling 
1notion of the liquid was observed. This motion had a definite fre-
quency and an amplitude ~.;rhich seemed to increase \vi th increase in 
temperature difference. 
On one occasion it was noticed that the bottom of .the sphere 
passed into film boiling \vhile the sides remained in nucleate boiling. 




DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The experimental data were first compared \vith the equation of 
Frederking and Clark (13), as presented by Merte and Clark (18): 
hD k= 
The above equation, when put in terms of Q/A versus delta T, 
becomes: Q/A = h•6T, or 
The result of the comparison is shown in figure 6. Tlte predicted 
curve specifies lm..rer heat fluxes for any given temperature difference. 
In this comparison it is interesting to note that the present data 
follows the trend predicted by equation (18), and that if a constant 
heat flux of approximately 5,000 Btu/hr-°F \vere added to equation 
(18), then it would fit the data rather Hell. (See figure 6). It 
must be pointed out that Merte and Clark used a transient technique 
to predict steady state conditions, while the present investigation 
achieved steady state before taking the data. 
All the properties in equation (18) were evaluated at the 
nve::::-age temperature of the vapor film i.e., at the film temperature. 
The change of each property with temperature \vas obtained from 
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off the charts and fit using the least squares method. (See 
Appendix B) 
The experimental data were also evaluated using the theory of 
corresponding states in a manner similar to that used by Flanigan (11). 
The following relation is the general expression of the principle 
of corresponding states: 
p_ = u(_!_ y__ Z ) 
p T ' v ' c 
c c c 
Hhere u is a universal but complicated function. In examining some 
characteristics of the fluids which follow the principle of cor-
responding states, it can be shown that the physical properties of 
corresponding states fluids can be expressed as functions of the re-
duced temperature and the reduced pressure or the reduced volume. 
With regards to film boiling of corresponding states fluids, the 
follow·ing seem to be the variables of interest: vapor density, liquid 
density, viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat, latent heat 
of vaporization, and some parameter to account for the physical shape 
and orientation of the heat transfer surface. With saturation con-
ditions defined and with fixed geometry, the properties can be evalu-
atcd by an equation which is a function of the reduced temperature 
alone. The equation given by Flanigan is of the form given below: 
(20) 
or h = f(Tr) if D and Pr are constants (20a) 
30 
Planigan derived equation (12) which is a corresponding states 
equation of the same form as equation (£Q). In equation (lD since D 
and Pr are constants for any heater configuration and a certain 
pressure run, a2 is a pure function of Tr. Flanigan defined two 
a2's: 
for the data of Park (21), Banchero, Barker and Boll (1) and 
Flao.igan (11), and 
a2 = 13.38 - 15.53Tr + 6.14Tr2 - 0.588Tr3 
for the data of Flanigan alone. It should be pointed out that poly-
nomials (_21~) and (~lb) are almost equivalent at the lmver values of 
h, but vary at the higher values. Corresponding states theory pre-
dicts that the polynomials should be equivalent. 
As Flanigan's results apply to cylinders, the factor (1/D +C) 
in equation (!1) cannot be used to account for spherical diameter 
effects. 
Follow111g Flanigan's technique, the variatj_on in a 1vas found 
by dividing the experimental heat transfer coefficient by the pressure 
factor, and :recorded at the value of the mean film reduced tempera-
ture ratio. Values of a versus film reduced temperature ratio were 
then fit Hitb a least squares program. The resulting polynomial was: 
C£3 = 755 - 1176Tr + 687Tr2 - 136Tr3 
It must be noted that the above polynomial includes the effect of 
the diameter of the sphere, i.e. the parameter \vhich takes into 
account the geometry of the heat transfer surface. 
31 
As a basis for comparison with (2la) and (2lb), polynomial (22) 
vms normalized at a reduced temperature of Tr = 1.0. The nonnalization 
"as required to account for the diameter relationship which could not be 
found since a single diameter sphere \vas used for this investigation. 
The comparison of polynomials (2la,b) and (22) is of course valid for 
the range of the data, which was from Tr = 0.8 to Tr = 1. 7. The poly-
nomials are plotted in figure 7; it can be seen from this figure that 
thP-re is good agreement in the range from Tr = 1. 0 to Tr = 1. 7. The 
resulting equation which would then fit the experimental data of the 
present investigation is: 
,,lhere 0:3 is defined by equation (22) and the diameter D = 2. 25 5.nches. 
This equation, and the experimental data obtained in this investiga-
tion, are shown in figure 8. The average deviation is 14.8%; the 
m<.~ximum deviation is 62. 8%. 
The above results shmv that the corresponding states theory is 
indeed a valuable tool for obtaining equations that fit film boiling 
data of corresponding states fluids. Still, more experimental v10rk 
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boiling conditions at various temperatures and pressures, and 'vith 




Experimental errors result from mainly two factors, inaccuracies 
in.~erent in the experimental equipment and instrumentation, and in-
accuracies resulting from the reading of the instruments. 
The errors resulting from the heat transfer area uncertainty, 
the electrical resistance of the power leads and heat tr~nsfer by 
radiation, are small compared to the errors introduced by other factors 
and are therefore neglected. 
The voltage could be read with an accuracy of ±1.0 volts, the 
current with an accuracy of ±0.25 amperes. The relative error ex-
pected in the heat flux is the sum of the relative errors found in 
the voltage and current readings. The errors introduced in this 
study are of the order of 11 and 4 percent, for heat fluxes of 5,000 
and 18,000 Btu/hr-ft 2 respectively. 
The thermocouple voltages could be read 1vith an accuracy of 
±0.05 millivolts. This value corresponds to a temperature of approx-
imately zoF. Therefore, the temperatures vary from the correct 
value less than 2 percent. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND REC01'1HENDATIONS 
36 
The following conclusions, valid for the temperature-difference 
range covered in this ,.;rork and for spherical heating surfaces of com-
parable size, are drawn from the present study: 
1. Film boiling heat transfer with spherical heating surfaces is 
more stable at the bottom of the spheres than at the sides of 
the spheres. 
2. For the same heat flux, heat transfer at the sides takes place 
at lower temperature differences than the temperature differences 
at the bottom of the sphere. 
3. The equation of Frederking and Clark (13), as presented by Merte 
and Clark (19), is valid as a conservative design estimate for 
steady state film boiling heat transfer with spherical heating 
surfaces. The data of the present investigation \vOuld be fit 
fairly >;.,rell by equation (18) if a constant heat flux of approxi-
mately 5,000 Btu/hr-ft2 could be added to the predicted heat flux. 
4. Corresponding states theory is an interesting and valuable approach 
to the development of equations which ~dill predict film boiling 
with corresponding states fluids. Results using this approach 
indicate that physical shape has an effect in film boiling heat 
transfer. 
5. An accurate theoretical model is still missing and is needed for a 
better understanding of film boiling heat transfer. 
37 
The following recommendations are made: 
1. To complete the corresponding states approach in regards to 
spheres, experiTiental work should be undertaken with spheres of 
various diameters and film boiling at various pressures other 
than atmospheric. 
2. The heating wire should be changed. The tungsten heating wire 
used in this investigation failed repeatedly; it is believed that 
it oxidized with either the air entrapped in the sphere, or with 
the oxygen contained in the Lava core. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A Area, ft2 
a A function of temperature in equation (5) 
a 2 A constant in equation(~), Btu-in/hr-ft2-oF-psi1/ 4 






Expression defined in equation (~) 
-1 Constant in equations (l) and (~), inches 
Specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lbm-OF 
Diameter, ft 
Expression defined in equation (1) 
Fanning friction factor, dimensionless 
Acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2 or ft/hr 2 
Gravitational constant, ft/sec2 or ft/hr2 
38 










2 Heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft -°F 
Average enthalpy difference bet,veen vapor and liquid, Btu/lbm 
Thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F 
Length, ft 
Length or height of viscous, laminar flmv, ft 
Pressure, psi 
Prandtl Number 
Generalized Prandtl Number defined Hith equations (2.) and (10) 
Rate of heat transfer, Btu/hr 
















A critical Reynolds Number, defined in equation (_~) 
Temperature 
}faximtilll velocity of vapor at 1 0 and y*, ft/hr 
Thickness of vapor layer at 1 0 , ft 
Haximum vapor mass flow rate, lbm/hr 
Greek Symbols 
Surface tension, lbf/ft 
Latent heat of vaporization, Btu/lbm 
Expression defined with equations (~), (~) and (!.£) 
Viscosity, lbm/ft-hr 
. 3 Dens~ty, lbm/ft 
Delta, pertains to a difference 
Expression defined with equations CD and (.!0 
Subscripts 
refers to the critical point 
refers to vapor 
rc fe1.·s to liquid 
refers to reduced property (T/Tc, P /P cJetc.) 
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FILM - ROTTOM THERMOCOUPLE 
LEAST SQlJ/\RES POLY COF.FF. APE: 
AC OJ= 
A ( 1) = 
l'd 2)= 
A ( 3) = 
HFAT FLIIX 





CALC. HEAT FLUX 
Ct; O.lC~l467nD 05 
C.l"40CC:Q,)iJ 05 J.l5~7GA640 05 
C: .1 T">OGCQ')f) C5 O.lTW2555D 05 
C.ll<fOCGC,OO Ct:; O.lY:J40871D 05 
C.l090COOOD 05 0.108710980 05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION = 0.18166721 % 


















o • 1 1 1 (' r r. o c n o 3 
.J.2PliJC~GOfJ 03 
0.304CCCCOn 03 
o. l44anc ceo 01 
o • v) 'l c c :. .; c r1 o 3 
o • 4 c ? c: r ,~ C· C• n rn 
O.'+L,~CC:O)Cn 03 ().tt77CC:I':iCD 01 




FILM - BOTTOM THERMOCOUPLE 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A ( 0 l = 
1\{ 1 )= 
.1\( ? )= 


















Cf\LC. HFAT FLUX 
0.6fP2R2RlD 04 
G • 7? 7 9 3 UA D C 4 
0.77~0?9300 04 
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FILM- BOTTOM THER~OCOUPLE. 
LEAST SOUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A( C>= 
td 1)= 
A ( 2) = 
i\( 3)= 
A( 4)= 
A ( 5) = 
C.9q47ft560D 04 








0. P l3COCCOn Qt+ 
C. J 07f;OGCOn C"i 
C·.ll5COOCOD 05 
O.l16C',IJCC'CD G'5 
c • l ;J 0 ') 0 c c I) f) c ') 
o • 1 v1 o co c on c 5 
G.l4RGCOCGn 05 
(,.1 "5 7COOCCD C'5 
0 .l6L1-COOOOD 05 












AVER~GE DEVIATION = 2.51683725 % 










-l. 'j -, gg 
-1.5066 
1.9855 
DEGREE = 5 
H 
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FILM - SIDE THERMQCOUPLE 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
/\( Cl= 
A ( 1) = C.53530187D 04 0.496180920 02 
HE,'\T FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX 
o.1o2ooooon C5 0.114560390 05 
C.l54CCC00n 05 0.151277770 05 
C.l730GCOC·D 05 0.176583010 05 
O.l39COOCOD 0'5 0.128453440 05 
0.109000000 05 0.106125310 05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION = 5.27553477 % 






















FILM - SIDE THER~OCOUPLE 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A{ C)= (\( 1 )= 
A( 21= 
A ( 3) = 










CALC. HEAT FLUX 
0~ 0.103899490 05 
05 0.151852850 05 
05 0.173027540 05 
05 0.139319140 05 
05 0.106903980 05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION = 0.82525288 % 
























FILM - SIDE THERMOCOUPLE 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
/\( 0}= 
td J ) = 




HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX 
O.lnSGOOOOn 05 0.1604494511 05 
O.l3900CCOD 0'5 0.15250'5000 05 
O.ll'50COGOD 05 0.1?2577580 05 
C.RSOOCOOOD Ott O.A75071090 04 
0.55.:?0000CD 04 0.554979690 04 
0. 114000000 05 0.106915551) 05 
0.154000000 05 0.141747660 05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION = 5.24611025 % 


















































HEAT FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX 
0.6820COGG!I 04 0.6B7Q4336D 04 
C.720C(';CCOn 04 0.70321438!) 04 
c. 1 r,6 coc- noo 04 0.79'+511330 04 
c. P 3'50CC o,:-.n 0'+ O.R2700R200 04 
o.qococooco C4 0.01561 A02D 04 
C.<f9lOC:JCOO C·4 o.q72767Q7D 0'~ 
C .l 020GCCIOIJ 05 O.l04o6117D 05 
O.l?lCCGCOn 0'5 C.l2.?19nflRD 05 
C .1 ?f,OOCOGO 05 0.121141680 05 
G.1t..noocccr> 05 O.l3CJ43Q80D 05 
G.l4ft)GCCOQ 05 C.ll529G336D 05 
0.1570C'OOCJD 0'> 0.154601600 05 
0.164000000 05 0.163246480 05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION = 1.98570756 % 














































FILM - SinE THERMOCOUPLE 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
A ( 0 I= 
,'\ { l) = 








HEt.T FLUX CALC. HE/\T FLUX 
o.68?o~ooon 04 o.6Rn63555D 04 
C•. 72gCC(::OCfl 04 o. 7070n4060 0'~ 
C.766000CO!'! 04 0.80l40A640 04 
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C.S000CCCOD Clt 0 • q 11 T3 4 7 7 0 0'-t 
O.G<?lQGCCGO 04 0.9549'50390 04 
O.lO?COOCCD 0"5 0.102777460 05 
O.l?lOOCCOD 05 O.l24152R5n 05 
C.l26C00CIJO 05 0.122794770 05 
O.l4CO':'•CCOn C5 0.1'-t-0637460 05 
C.l4PGCOC'JO 05 0.150787660 05 
0.157000000 C"J 0.15'1158630 05 
C.l64CGGOGO C5 0.164617190 05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION = 1.89968553 ~ 
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FILM - STDE THERMOCOUPLE 
LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
fd 0)-= 
A ( l) = 
A { 2) = 





~ft,T FLUX CALC. HEAT FLUX 
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NUCLEATE BOILING DATA 
POTTOI"l fflFP'~f'(,[JtiDLF rnJl\l CF 7/11/68 
DELTA T lF/\T r:LUX 
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2. It 54 • 
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NITROGEN V~POR PROPERTIES: VISCOSITY 
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C.2800CCCGD 03 
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NITROGEN VAPOR PROPERTIES: DENSITY 
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NITRnGE~ VAPOR PR~PERTIES: SPECIFIC HEAT 
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NITROGEN VAPOR PROPEPTIES: PRANDTL NUMBER 
F TLM T 
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0.25-:::'CCCOOD !)3 





LEAST SQUARES POLY COEFF. ARE: 
4( 0): 0.771647180 00 
A( 1>= -G.l07076?3Q-02 
~( 21= 0.65830305~-05 
A( 3)= -0.163957170-07 
Af 4)= 0.155822060-10 
AC 5)= -0.125839360-14 
A( 6~= -0.366632610-17 
PROPERTY CALC. PROPERTY 
0.714000000 co 0.7139496RO 00 
0.711500()00 00 0. 7116112 7D 0 0 
0.714000000 01) 0.713944/f-,0 00 
0.71ROO<JOOn 00 o. 717956720 00 
(1. 721000000 00 0.7?.1076670 00 
0.71ROOOOOD GO 0.7179'35500 00 
0.7l50GCOOO 00 0.715011720 00 
0.711000000 00 0.711017850 00 
0.708000000 00 o. 70-7994 700 00 
















Juan Jorge Marianyi, son of Deszo and Elizabeth Narianyi, was 
born on April 16, 1940, in Lima, Peru. 
He attended both elementary and high school at Colegio San 
Andres, a Presbyterian school in Lima. In September, 1959, he 
enrolled at the University of Arizona in Tucson and in Nay, 1963, 
completed the requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree in 
Hechanical Engineering. In September, 1967, he enrolled at the 
University of Missouri - Rolla for graduate work conducive to a 
Master of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering. 
Regarding working experience, he spent four years with Cerro 
de Pasco Corporation, an A~erican mining company in Peru; the first 
tv7o years as Maintenance Engineer, one year as Design Engineer and 
the last year as Assistant to the Chief Engineer. 
He married Alice Eggenberger. At present Juan and Alice are 
blessed with two children, son Sandor, two years old, and daughter 
Esther, six months old. 
